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Egyptian and Levantine dialects. Therefore, it is urgent to develop more varied 
and practical learning content for spoken Arabic courses, and develop textbooks 
and other learning materials to support students in the learning process. 

In the spoken Arabic education awareness survey conducted in the present 
study, the majority of the respondents answered that they wanted to increase the 
number of spoken Arabic classes offered at their university. Concerning collo-
quial Arabic, the majority also answered that they preferred the Egyptian dialect, 
followed by the Gulf and Levantine dialects. Concerning the timing of spoken 
Arabic instruction, the majority of the respondents answered that they preferred 
to start in second or third year. These results demonstrate that Korean learners 
have a strong awareness of learning Arabic as a means of developing effective 
communication abilities for practical purposes in response to the current changes 
taking place in the field of foreign language education. 

Since both MSA and spoken Arabic are important language variants that can-
not be ignored, university curricula should integrate both variants into language 
courses. Considering the preferences of Arabic learners in Korea, it is appropriate 
to design a curriculum that focuses on teaching MSA in the first and second years, 
while also instructing students about the basic features and differences of spoken 
Arabic. In the third and fourth years, various courses should be offered with the 
aim of implementing efficient learning of various regional dialects of Arabic. The 
point to note is that local dialects that are in fact effective and meet learners’ needs 
and learning objectives should be chosen. It is also important to develop textbooks 
and other teaching and learning materials (e.g., multimedia) to aid the efficient 
instruction of spoken Arabic, and hiring qualified university Arabic instructors 
from various regions that can teach their own local dialect of Arabic, which will 
give students the communicative skills necessary to be effective and competent 
communicators regardless of where they travel, study, or work in the Arab world. 
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